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information integration in risky decision making was studied by using a functional measurement approach.
.Participants (N=84) played a computerized risky card game inco1porating a within-subject design with the
J factors ( a) probability of negative or positive outcome, (b) amount of gain, and (c) amount of 1055.Results
on the group level showed mainly additive patterns of integration. Observed deviations {rom the general
.pattern could be e.xplained more detailed by the results of the individual analyses: There was a wide range of
tlirrerent strategies from centration to additive and mixed additive-multiplicative
strategies. The most
frequent rules of integration were additive,. pure multiplicative rules were rarely found. These {indings give
.support to additive models in risky decision making. However; individual
dirrerences in risky decision
making strategies appear to be a topic that deserves further study.
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When dealing with risky situations in everyday
life, people often have at hand three pieces of
information
on which they can base their
decisions: (1) amount of possible gains, (2) amount
of possible losses, and (3) probabilities of the
possible gains and losses. In order to come to
a decision, for example whether to show riskseeking or risk-averse behavior, one has to
sornehow integrate these pieces of information.
As to the kind of the integration process, there
are different views: Normative mathematical
models of expected value describe a multiplicative
way of integrating probabilities and values like
gains and losses. The dominant model in
psychological theory about dealing with risky
situations has been the expected utility model.
Both in its original version (Von Neumann &
Morgenstern, 1944) and its further developments
like prospect theory (Kahnernan & Tversky, 1979;
Tversky & Kahnernan, 1992), these models also
assurne a multiplicative integration of the value
and the probability component. Although there
are some models with additive integration (e.g"
Payne, 1973; Sokolowska & Pohorille, 2000), most
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theories assurne a multiplicative combination
(MeIlers, Chang, Birnbaum, & Ordonez, 1992).
Indeed, it has been shown that even children
as young as 6 years integrate probability and value
multiplicatively
in forming expected value
(Schlottmann, 2001). On the other hand, there
are substantial findings that have cast doubt upon
the assumption of a general multiplicative
integration. MeIlers, Chang et al. (1992) and
MeIlers, Ordonez, and Birnbaum (1992) found
that the integration rule varied with the response
mode: Multiplicative integration was found when
buying or selling prices were used as dependent
variables, whereas additive integration was found
when attractive~ess or risk ratings were used as
dependent variables. Other studies found influences of the stimulus context and the complexity of
the tasks: Both participants' attractiveness ratings
(MeIlers, Ordonez et al., 1992) and their risk
ratings (MeIlers & Chang, 1994) switched from
an additive to a multiplicative rule of integration
when zero or near-zero values of probability or
amount were included in the stimulus design.
Joag, Mowen, and Gentry (1990) found multipli-
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cative integration of probability and value in risk
ratings only when the decisions had multiple plays
(e.g., the outcome is the sum of a gamble that is
played independently 100 times). In the case of
single-play decisions (when the gamble is played
just once), integration followed an additive rule.
Sokolowska and Pohorille (2000) tested different
multiplicative and additive models to see which
of these would best fit their data consisting of risk
ratings. In their findings, additive models outperformed multiplicative
models. Furthermore,
the estimated parameters for the best-fitting
multiplicative models led to a nearly additive
integration in these originally multiplicative
models as we11.
All of these studies have in common that they
investigated risky decision making by focussing
on risk perception and risk estimates: Risk ratings
were used by Joag et al. (1990), Mellers, Chang
et al. (1992), and Sokolowska and Pohorille (2000);
attractiveness ratings were used by Me11ers,Chang
et al. (1992), Me11ers,Ordonez et al. (1992), and
Schlottmann (2001); and buying and selling
prices were used byMe11ers, Chang et al. (1992)
and Mellers, Ordonez et al. (1992). That is,
participants' responses were ratings on judgment
scales. In contrast, in everyday life risky decision
making often is about choices, e.g. whether to take
or leave a risk.
Our goal was to extend the investigation of
cognitive algebra in risky decision making from
risk estimates to risky choices. Accordingly, we
wanted to measure the risky decision making
process more directly -in a manner similar
to Slovic (1966): Children were presented
10 switches. The children knew that 9 were I'good"
switches, each of them leading to a win of
a spoonful of candies. But there was also
a l'disaster switch": If a child pulled this one, then
a11of the candies already won would be lost. The
children had to make consecutive decisions
whether they wanted to take their chance with
another switch -although the probability for the
disaster switch increased with each switch already
pu11ed-or whether they would prefer to stop.
Thus, with every decision children had to make
a trade-off between the potential win of more
candies and the risk of losing everything. Just like
in Slovic's experiment, our idea was to combine
the benefits of the more naturalistic choice task
with the advantages of a non-dichotomous
continuous response scale as used in the studies on
risky decision making mentioned above.
Thus, the study aimed at two main points: The !
first aim was to explore the information
integration and the involved cognitive algebra in
risky decision making. A design with functional
measurement (Anderson, 1982) was adopted,
a11owing analyses both on the group and the

individuallevel. The second aim was to measure
risky decision making directly, extending the
existing research from risk perception and
risk judgment to risky choice: Participants should
make decisions in a risky situation, choosing
their individually appropriate degree of riskiness. These two aims led to the development of
a computerized card game that combined Slovic's
(1966) attempt to measure risk-taking propensity
with a design involving functional measurement.
Method

In the experiment, participants played
a computerized card game making risky decisions
depending on 3 pieces of information. Every
participant played a total of 63 rounds that
differed on the 3 factors Ca)probability of positive
and negative outcome, Cb) amount of gain, and
Cc) amount of loss. The dependent variable was
the number of cards chosen in each of the rounds
of the game.
Procedure
Experiments were conducted individually. The
experimenter explained the rules of the card game
in a standardized manner. The game screen on
the computer was explained and the experimenter
told the participants that they just had to indicate
which card they wanted to choose next and to say
stop when they did not want to choose any further
cards. The computer was handled by the experimenter throughout the whole experiment in order
to avoid possible biases coming from participants'
differing familiarity and practice with computers.
After the experiment, participants were debriefed
and given the opportunity to ask further questions.
Design and stimuli
The game monitor consisted of 32 cards. At
the beginning of each trial, all cards were shown
face down. By clicking on a card, it was turned
over, revealing whether it was a winning or
a losing card. At the top of the game monitor,
participants could see the following information:
number of hidden losing cards, amount of gain
per winning card, amount of loss in case of
clicking on a losing card, and number of the
current round of the game. This information
changed with every round of the game, according
to the factorial design of the game. Furthermore,
participants could see their actual score of points,
changing with every card chosen. The task for the
participants was to gain as many points as possible
during the 63 game trials. This means they
subsequently chose one card after the other until
they decided that it was getting too risky and it
would be better to stop. If the participants decided
to stop the current round 6r if they clicked on
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Figure I. Mean number of cards chosen. Each graph shows the integration of two factors. collapsed over the respective third factor. Left: Amount of
gain and probability. Middle: Amount of loss and probability. Right: Amount of gain and amount of loss. The patterns are mainly parallel.
indicating additive integration; observable deviations from parallelism do not result in linear fan patterns as would be expected if
integration was multiplicative.

a losjng card, all of the remaining cards were
turneQ over to show which of the other cards were
winning or losing cards, respectively. Then, the
next round was started.
According to functional
measurement
methodology (Anderson, 1982), a full factorial
within-subject design was used with the factors
(a) probability (1, 2, or 3 hidden losing cards),
(b) amount of gain (10, 20, or 30 points per
winning card), and (c) amount of loss (250, 500, or
750 points); each factor had 3 levels. Each
combination was presented twice, resulting in
54 experimental trials, with the trials randomly
ordered within each of the two blocks. These
experirnental trials were manipulated in order to
have the same feedback conditions for each
participant: The game was programmed in a way
that the losing cards would always be the last
possible cards (e.g., in the case of two hidden
losing cards, only the last one of 31 cards chosen
would be a losing card). To maintain the
impression of a real game of chance, a second
manipulation was used: Evenly distributed among
the 54 experimental trials, there were 9 additional
trials. These 9 additional trials -the so-called
losing trials -were programmed in a way that
every participant clicked on a losing card with
very high probability (independently of the choices
of the participants, e.g., the third card chosen was
a losing card)l. These two manipulations worked
The total sum of 63 trials

consisted of the 3 x 3 x 3 x 2 = 54

experimental trials and the 9 additionallosing
trials. The
factors' levels of these 9 losing trials were random I y
chosen among the 27 different cambinations
of the fu!l
factorial design. Since these losing trials on Iy served ta
maintain the impression of a real game of chance, these
data were not included in further analysis.

together well; only 3 participants suspected
a manipulation. Data of these 3 participants had
therefore to be excluded from further analyses
and were replaced with the data of 3 additional
participants.
Participants
There were 84 participants, 42 women and
42 men, aged 26 to 79 years (mean age 50 years).
Nearly all oE them had University education, in
fields other than psychology.

Results
Group analyses
The 3 panels in Figure 1 present the mean
number of cards chosen dependent each on two
factors, collapsed over the respective third factor.
As can be seen, the patterns are mainly parallel,
indicating additive rules of integration. However,
there are observable deviations from strict
parallelism. This indicates that at least some of
the participants followed non-additive rules of
integration. These deviations from parallelism do
not seem to come from multiplicative rules of
integration: If integration had been multiplicative,
linear fan patterns would have been expected.
Thus, despite some deviations from parallelism,
visual inspection on the group level seems to
suggest mainly additive patterns of integration.
The results from the statistical analyses are
similar to the conclusions from visual inspection:
Significant effects were found for all 3 factors and
for all interactions: probability, gains, losses,
probability x gains, probability x losses, gains x
losses, and probability x gains x losses. The
respective statistics are (all p<.OOl): probability
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F(2, 166)= 192.35, 1l2=.699; gains F(2, i166)=
38.15, 1l2=.315; lossesF(2, 166) = 54.45, 1l2=.396;
probability x gains F(4, 332)=12.95, 1l2=.135;
probability x losses F(4, 332)=8.52, 1l2=.093;
gains x losses F(4, 332)=6.61, 1l2=.074; probability x gains x lossesF(8, 664)=10.76, 1l2=.115.
As in the visual inspections, results are not fully
unequivocal: Significant interactions on the group
level are required for the assessment of
multiplicative rules of integration and therefore
may indicate multiplicative rules of integration
on the individuallevel (Anderson, 1970; Anderson,
1982; Anderson & Shanteau, 1970). However,
given both the largely parallel patterns in Figure 1
and the corresponding small effect sizes for the
interaction terms, again, the better assumption
seems to be a mainly additive rule of integration.
The significant interactions do not seem to come
from general multiplicative rules of integration
but might come from the aggregation over
different strategies in the group analyses. To
investigate this point, the group analyses should be
confirmed by individual analyses-as suggestedby
different authors (e.g., Anderson, 1982; Wilkening,
1979).

pattern seen -in the group analyses is not an
artifact stemming from different rules of
centration. Second, the assumption of an additive
model in the group analysis is further supported
since more participants followed additive than
multiplicative rules of integration.

Discussion

Looking at our results, several findings
deserve to be noted: (1) The factors probability
and amount of loss had stronger effects and were
more often taken into account than the factor
amount of gain. This is in agreement with previous
research (Coombs & Lehner, 1980; Slovic, 1967;
Sokolowska & Pohorille, 2000; Weber, Anderson,
& Birnbaum, 1992). (2) On the individual level,
we found a wide range of different strategies
instead of one general integration rule. These
strategies ranged from centering to adding and
to mixed strategies of adding and multiplying.
(3) However, the most frequent rules oEintegration
-omitting the non-integrating rules -were not
multiplicative, but additive ones. (4) On the group
level, the mixture of strategies led to the observed
patterns that were mainly additive. Taking these
two Eindings together, it seems reasonable to
Individual analyses
assurne an additive model of integration from our
For every participant, an individual analysis of
data -giving further support to the line of research
variance was calculated according to functional
that doubts multiplicative integration of probability
measurement methodology (Anderson, 1970,
and value in risky decision making (Joag et al.,
1982). The factors probability, amount of gain,
1990; Meilers, Chang et al., 1992; MeIlers,
and amount of loss again served as independent
Ordonez et al., 1992; Schlottmann,
2001;
variables. An a-level ofp<.10 was adopted for
Sokolowska & Pohorille, 2000). Besides replicating
these analyses in order to minimize possible
these findings, our experiment broadened the
ß-errors, i.e. reducing the risk to overlook more
existing database on cognitive algebra in risky
complex integration rules -like adding instead of
centering rules or multiplying instead of adding I decision making by extending it frorn risk
perception and risk judgment to the more
rules.
naturalistic domain oErisky choice. On the other
From the whole sampIe, 28.6% took all 3
hand, individual differences appear to be an
factors into account (n=24), 16.7% took 2 factors
important issue: A model describing risky decision
into account {n=14), and 39.3% centered on 1
making should therefore be able to explain (a) who
factor (n=33; all of these participants centered
is adopting (b) which strategy (c) under which
on the factor probability, except one centering on
circumstances. These questions cannot be
the factor loss). The remaining 15.5% of the
answered from our experiment, of course, but they
participants have not taken into account any factor
consistently (n= 13). When looking at the propor- l surely deserve further study.
tion of participants taking into account 2 or 3
factors (n=38), the following picture emerges:
Heferences
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